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Disc cover 

connector 

Set up your PSP® (PlayStation^Portable) system according to the 

instructions in the manual supplied with the system. Turn the system 

an. The power indicator lights up in green and the home menu is 

displayed. Press the OPEN latch to open the disc cover. INSERT 

Riviera: The Promised Land ™ disc with the label facing away from 

the system, slide until fully inserted and close the disc cover. From the 

PSP system's home menu, select the Game icon and then the UMD 

icon. 
A thumbnail for the software is displayed. Select the thumbnail and 

cress the © button of the PS P® system to start the software. Follow 

ice ::--screen instructions and refer to this manual for information 

using the software. 

Do not eject a UMD™ while It is playing. 

Memory Stick Duo™ 
.sn :ng! Keep Memory Stick Duo media out of reach of small children, as the 

- if a could he swallowed by accident 

is ;s game settings and progress, insert a Memory Stick Duo into 

7-5 memory stick slot of your PSP® system. You can load saved game 

: =;= from the same memory stick or any Memory Stick Duo containing 

_ lusty saved games, 

STARTING UP 
PSP® (PlayStation®Portable) system configuration 

LCD screen R button 

Directional 
buttons 

AOXD 

buttons 

MEMORY 
STICK 

DUO™ 
access 
indicator 

POWER 
indicator 

HOLD 

indicator 
Volume 

WLAN - 
access 

indicator 
Right speaker 

START button 

SELECT button 

Sound button 

Display button 

Analog stick 

Strap holder 

Left speaker 

HOME button 

Field Area 
Directional buttons Active Triaoer 
X button Switch to LOOK mode, Next Message 
0 button Switch to MOVE mode 

L button Skip Message 

START button Display Area Map 

SELECT button Display Menu 

HOME button End Game 

Battle 
Directional buttons Move Cursor. Switch Skills 
x button Confirm 
O button Cancel 

R button Display Skill Description 

START button Display Battle Suntman/ Menu 

SELECT button Display Battle Menu 

HOME button End Game 

Menu Screens 
Directional buttons Move Cursor 
x button Confirm 
0 button Cancel 

L button Varies According to Contexl 

START button Varies According to Context 

SELECT button Varies According to Context 

HOME button End Game 



PROLOGUE 

Ragnarok 
Long ago, a war between gods and 

demons—Ragna rok—era pted, 

and the world was thrown into □ 
stale of chaos. Asgord, overrun by 

demons, was on the brink 
of destruction. 

ancient taboo. Sacrificing their very 
lives, they created black-winged 

reapers that came to be 

Grim Angels. Each wielding 

weapon known as a 

angels entered battle... 
their fierce resistance, the angels 

bfoaght the war to art end. 

JlA The Sacred Garden 
of Riviera 

1 ■ I Th e demons were sealed away, bat the gads 

would soon follow, however, the gods were 

able to leave behind their power in the 

heavenly Islefpvtero... They entrusted this 

promised land fa the inhabitants to watch 

qwf until to return... 

4 

Ark of Ruin 
One thousand years hove passed since 

the gods' demise... Signs of the demons' 

return have brought fear to this peaceful 

land. Without the gods, Asgard cannot 

wirhstond another war. 

The Second 
Advent 

And so. The Seven Magi, proxies of the 

gods, mode the decision tn unleash (he 

divine power of Riviera by -actuating 

''The Retribution." The Magi selected 

block-winged agents af death wielding 
Diviners.,. Grim Angels.,, born anew tor 

the first time in a thousand years.,. 
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CHARACTERS CHARACTERS 

■Li Ill The Wingless Angel 
The main character of the story. To receive his power, he hod to 

sacrifice his wings. He has a strong Diviner, E in fieri or, even though 

Rose is very responsible and always 

looks oat for tin, 

Em’s Familiar 

LEDAH The Solitary Angel 
Colm and taciturn, Ledah is one of the strongest angels of Asgard. Wielding the 

Diviner Lorelei, he accompanies Ein on o mission to actuate "The Retribution * 
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CHARACTERS 

CIEDQA Scarlet Witch 
A master of strong magic, site's looking for a friend she got separated from while 
searching for spell ingredients at the ruins. 

Last of the Arcs 
An Arc—a rate of Sprites. She attacks enemies using a scythe. Very outgoing with 
o romboy-ish personality and bat-like wings. 

CHARACTERS 

. UNA 
The Spunky Archer 

skills. Full of curiosity, she sometimes 
ends up rooking trouble. She especially likes playing and eating fruit. 

riA The Kind 
A kind-hearted girl who lives with other Sprites in the town of 

Elendia, in the middle of the forest. Always reliable, she supports 
everyone with her healing magic. 

9 



THE FLOW OF THE G4ME 

Riviera is an RPG divided into several chapters. The 

story will progress as you finish each chapter: 

When you're finished exploring, 
the next chapter will begin. 

New Chapters 

Each chapter will begin with a title 
sequence, which will outline the story 

and give you a quick look at the 
area. 

• FI ELD MAP 

Here you can move from area to area or use Trigger Points (TP) to explore 

points of interest. You may hove encounters or events while searching. 

Defeated? Choose "Retry1* to 
try again. 

• BATTLE PREPARATION 
Here you cor set up your party formation, and equip 
your party members. 

Ready to Battle! 

THE FLOW OF THE GAME 

• EXPLORATION 
Explore the town of Elendia. 

If you defeat the boss, youll advance to 
the next chapter. 

• BATTLE RESULTS 
Your bottle performance will be given a grade of $, A, B, or 

C and items will be awarded accordingly. 

If all of your allies fall in battle, 
the game is aver. 

Once all the enemies 
have been defeated, 

you win! 

• COMBAT 
Use the items and skills you've acquired to triumph in battle. 

11 



STARTING THE GAME 

Insert the Riviera OMR™ info your PSP® system 

with the label facing away from the system. Turn the 

system on urith the POWER/HOLD switch and the title 

screen will appear, followed by the opening demo. Press 

any button to slap the demo. 

• TITLE MENU 

Select from ony el the following rhree options; 

Choose this option to begin a new gome from Chapter 1. 

Choose this option to continue o 

previously saved game, (see Saving 
Data on pg. 34) 

jk Save Data Selection Screen 

|0se the up and down buttons to select the desired saved game and press 
-the x button to continue from it. 

Extra Contents 

: After you meet certain requirements, you can unlock bonus content for Riviera. 

Use the directional buttons to browse the extra content. 

When the game boots up, you will hove the choice of which language 
the game will be voiced in. 

FIELD MOVEMENT 

In the field areas, you can move and search by 

using the indicated directional buttons. 

• FIELD MODES 

While in the held area, MOVE mode will allow you to freely move around, j 
and LOOK mode will a I low you to search. The mode you ore currently in will j 

be displayed in the lower right hand section of the screen. 

MOVE MODE SCREEN 
■Mini Map 
The route you have traveled is displayed as 
white-outlined rectangles, and your current J 

locotion is a fifed while rectangle. When 
the "Next1 Trigger is displayed, a triangle 

will cppeor on the Mini Mop indicating the 

■Trigger direction of the next area. 
These will display your current 

allowable movement directions. 

LOOK MODE SCREEN 

TP Gauge 
This gauge indicates the number 
of TP (Trigger Points) you have. 

Selecting a Trigger in red costs 
one TP. 

• CHANGING MODES 

While in the field areas. Press the x button to enter Look Mode, and press 
the o button to enter Move Mode. 
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• NEXT AREA »TP [TRIGGER POINT} 

Activating a red Trigger will deduct 1 TP. Once your TP gouge reaches 0, you 

will be unable to Activate red Triggers. 

Replenishing TP 

Once you move on to th$ netf preo, you will bo ratio to return 
to the previous area, (there are some exceptions.) 

■ A Up Button ■ V Down Button 

■ £> Right Button ■ <1 Left Button 

WJiiie in this mode, you can move around the field 

areas for this location. The direction of file Tri^er 

is also the direction jjour characters will move. 

When you win a bottle, you have a chance to 
earn TP. However, if your evaluation in the 

hottle is poor, you moy not earn cry points. 

A h LOOK mode, your TP gauge is displayed in the upper left toner af 

the screen. 

By using LOOK Triggers, many events will take place. 

LOOK Triggers may lead to you nfituinmn nn it am nr 

starting new adventures. 

»MOVEMENT TRIGGERS 

■ Below is a guide for which directional button to press to activate the indicated 

lA*A Up Button 

l»*> Right Button 

IV*V Down Button 

|«*<3 Left Button 

When you select the "Next" Trigger, the screen will change to an area map. 

You ll be provided with a simple explanation of the next area. 

Area Map Menu 

IMove to the Next Area 

Your party will leave the current area and 
head to the next one. 

■Save 

This option will save your gomeplay data 

up to this point. See pg. 34 for o detailed 

A The filled white rectangle 
indicates your selection. 

MOVE MODE. LOOK MODE 

While in this mode, j?ou con search designated 

areas hy pressing the directional huttons to 

activate the indicated Triggers, 

• LOOK TRIGGERS 

Below Is a guide for which directional button to press te cell vole the in 

Trigger. 



SELECTION / ACTION TRIGGER 

tending on your selections and performance in AT 

(Action Triggers), different events may occur. 

• SELECTION 

• AT (Action Trigger) 

Sometimes during an event an AT may 

appear on the screen. The AT will require 

you to perform certain actions and depending 

or your performance, the results will change. 

AT Types 

There are 6 different types of AT: 

Dash AT Press a button th e req u \ site nu mfc er of ti mes with in the 
time frame. 

Just AT Stop the moving cursor on top of the designated bar. 

Rhythm AT Correctly hit the pattern of buttons within the allotted 
time. 

Command AT Within a certain time fro me, press the correct buttons. 
Password AT Enter the password correctly. 

Random AT Press the x button to stop the slot Feels. 

Select your choice with the directional buttons, then press the x button. 

A Select one. 

FIELD MENU 

Press the SELECT button while in the Field area. 

The main Field menu will appear. 

■Turns: Counts the number of turns 

taken in this chapter. 

■ Score: The total score earned 

for the current chapter. 

I Field Menu: Select from the five available choices. 

n 



FIELD MENU 

• ITEM 

Discard 

■ Directional buttons—Move cursor 

■ X button—You cor choose to 

throw on item away. (Certain 

items cannot be thrown oway.) 

A Depending on the character, the 

top portion will display their 

normal skills, while the bottom 

portion shows Over Skills, (If 

you hove not yet earned the 

Over Skill, then the unskilled 
gauge will appear,) 

■ R button—Display selected Item 
description 

■ START button—Arrange items 

■ O button—Return to the previous 
screen 

Event Item 

Here you can view important items that you've obtained. These items 
cannot be discarded. 

■ Directional buttons -Moves cursor, 
Move it left and right to switch 
between the pages. 

■ O button-'Returns to the 

previous screen. 
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FIELD MENU 

These are the basic attributes for each character. They may increase or 

loathe choices you make. 

■ SIR Strength, This slot affects the power of weapon attacks and 
resistance to physical attacks. 

■ mgc Magic, This slat affects Ihe power of magical attacks and 
resistance to magic. 

□ AGI Agility. Tbi s stat affects the ch a meter's ability to mde and Wo it 
Time (WT) in battle. 

B VIT Vitality. This stat effects haw well you con withstand attacks. 

B MAXHP Maximum Hit Points, If a character sets off a trap, his or her HP • ■ 
will temporarily decrease. 

B RESIST Elemental Resistance. The higher the bar, the stranger your 
resistance, (white-physical, red-fire, blue-ice, yellow¬ 
lightning, green-holy, purple-darkness) 

■ MASTERY A list of Ihe weapons the churector is skilled at using. Over Sicillsf*1 
can he learned when these 'weapons are used. 

—_ 

Aside from tin and Udoh, all characters have two hid dan stats, Trust and Mood. 
Only one of the two icons will appear. 

m 
Trust - This indicates how much the character trusts Ein. For 

example, a heart icon indicates a high level of trust, this cun change^ 

throug ha ut the cou rse of t he g a me, o nd will also affect the end i ng. 

m 
Mood - This indicates the character mood. For example, a musical * 

note indicates that the character is in a gaud mood, Wood may f 
affect a character’s performance in battle. 

i 
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FIELD MENU 

• PRACTICE 

En practice bottle, the enemies you face will be chosen from the ones you 
have previously defeated. 

WARNING! 
You will only able to participate in a 
practice bottle once 'you reach a certain 
point in the game. 

Practice Battle Rules 

The basic rules are the same os standard belles, with same exceptions: 

■ You can remove Ein from the battle party 
■ Items' endurance will rot decrease 
■ You will not gain TP 

' ■ You will not receive a battle evaluation 
■ Only rank A items can be obtained 
■ Characters' moods will not be affected in the battle 

• SCORE 

This is the score you've a ecu mutated for the current chapter. Use the 

directional buttons to view the score tar other chapters. 

m 
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• ITEM SELECTION 

BATTLE PREPARATION 

Battle preparation is comprised of three parts; 

Formation Selection, Battle Member Selection, and 

Item SelectionP 

' FORMATION SELECTION 

You have your choice of two character 

formations. 

11-2 Formation- You hove one person in the 

front and two in the hock. In this formation, 

you have a slight advantage when using 

Magic skills. 

• BATTLE MEMBER SELECTION 

The main character, Eirt must always be in the 
party. (Except during practice bottles.} 

You moy select four items to bring with you into 

the ensuing bottle. If you hove less than four 
items on the list, then you most bring nil of 

[ 2-1 Formation: You hove two people in the 

front, ontf one in the bock. In this formation, 

you hove a slight advantage when using 

physical attack skills. 

You select the three members for battle. 
(Except in Chapter 1.) 

VIEW STATS 

Before entering bottle, select "View Stats", and the 

following menu will he displayed. Use the information 

provided to develop the optimal strategy for bottle. 

t TACTICS MENU 

Here, valuable information about your characters and the enemy you will 
be facing is ovoiloble. 

View the amount of time each character must 

v/ait before taking their next action. 

View each character's HP. When this number 

reaches 0, the character will disappear from the 
battlefield. 

A All characters' HP will be of max at the beginning of bottle. 

View each character's status. Effects that will wear oT shortly are 
represented by flashing icons. 

Each character's position is shown on a grid, a * 

This is convenient to use when when targeting 
o particular skill. 

-,V The name of the enemies and o point of 
odvice will be displayed. 

• STATUS INFORMATION 
Use the directional buttons. For more information on the status effects currently! 

effecting o character, select o character and press the x button. 
(To learn about the status screen, see pg. 19} 
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• OVER DRIVE GAUGE 

BATTLE 

Once your preparations are complete, you're ready 

for battle, On the screen, you will see two gauges 

that influence which side wlH emerge victorious* 

Over Drive Gouge (ODG) Indicates 

when on Over Skill (special attock) 
may be used. 

Rage Meter (RM) Indicates how 
angry the enemy is. 

The gauge will fill when you attack or ore attacked . If a character falls in 

battle, the gauge will dramatically increase. The gouge number will fluctuate 

between 0 and 3. 

Every Over Skill has a set level. When the Over Skill is used, the gouge 
"will decrease by that amount 

Execution Level Over Skills 

Execution level over skills can be used at ony time by 
certain characters. The amount of damage the skill 
does is dependant upon how full the Over Drive Gauge is. 

All you use it of the 

[ wrong time, ifs 
going to cost you! 

Once on Execution level over skill rs used, the Over 
Drive Gauge will shutter, and you will not be able 
to use Over Skills until the next bottie. 

> RAGE METER 

I The Rage Meter increases when you attack the enemy. If the enemy is killed, 

* the Rage Meter will increase dramatically. As time posses the meter will 
gradually decrease, but once rt reaches its maximum level, it will not decrease. 

Enemy Action Patterns 

Depending on the Rage Ateter, enemies will perform different attacks; normal, 

f Rage and MAX. When an enemy performs either a Roge or MAX attack the 

Rage Meter will decrease. 

THE FIOW OF THE BATTLE 

Once battle begins, characters with 0 (WT) will 

attack first. 

If you decide to retry, you will be 
taken to the Battle preparations area. 

Once the character's WT 
reaches zero.,, 

• SELECT SKILL 
You select an item and choose between 

a Normal or Over Skill. 

Select a skill, and execute if! 

Depending on your action, 
yourWT may increase. 

The battle wifi continue until all your 
allies or enemies have fallen... 

• BATTLE RESULTS 

If you defeat the enemy, then you gain rewords. The 

game is over if you and your allies ore defeated. 

Retry or return to the 
Return to Field Area Title Screen 



• CONFIRMING TARGET 

SKILL SELECTION 

Once a character's WT becomes zero, fJte slciJJ 

selection menu will appear. 

■ Item Menu: These are the items 
you brought into the bottle 

Target: The character to be affected 

by the skill 

Character: Displays character's 
rone, HP end WT 

Skill Window: Displays skill 

information for the selected item 

USING SKILLS 

When you select an item, the skills available to the current character are 
displayed. Press the x button to use the skill. 

When "Random" is displayed in the top right 
corner of the screen, the target will be chosen 

randomly from the enemies in range. 

Your target will be determined automatically depending on the skill you 
have selected. 

Switching to an Over Skill 

A This is the Over Skill screen. 

WARNING! 

If you see a 0 mark to the left of an item, 

you con select it and press the left 

direction a I button. This will display the 
characters' Over Skill. To switch hock to 

the normal mode, press the right 
directional button. 

Ta use an Over Skill, the Over Drive Gouge needs to be at the level 
required by the Over Skill. If the Over Drive Gauge is not full enough, the 
skill will not be usable. 

SKILL DATA 

I Impact bar WSkrlI Type ■ Skill Nqme 

Enemy/Near 

■Target ■Additional 
Effects 

SJ-B Power 
Number of 
Attack^ Properties 

SKILL INFORMATION 

Skill Name 
The name of the selected skill 

There ore four different types of skills: 

■ Attack Weapon Skill 

■ Magic Magic Skill 

■ Support Recovery Skill 

■ ETC Other skills 

The Impact Bar is o graphical representation of the skill's strength. The :9 

longer the Impact Bor, the stronger the skill For a recovery skill, the bar | 
length represents HP restored. 

This is □ numerical re presenter ri on of th e ski I I's strength. For a recove ry 

skill, the number represents the amount of HP restored. 

Number of Attocks/Propertres 

The number of icons displayed will indicate the number of attacks and 
the elemental properties of the attacks: 

(7physical 3fire flice ffllightning BMy ■darkness 

This stot only applies to Weapon and Magic Skills. 

This Indicates the special effects each skill has. A skill moy hove a 

maximum of 2 special effects. When you press the R button o detailed 

explanation of each effect will he displayed. 

This Is how each skill's target will he determined. 



ATTACK INFORMATION 

PAH damage inflicted upon the partj will he removed 

__ at the end of the battle. If a character's HP reaches 

zero, they will disappear from the battlefield. 

During the attack, the attack indicator will appear, displaying the number 
of hits. 

Types of Damage 

■ White numbers Domoge Inflicted 

■ Green Numbers Restored HP 

■ Miss Attack Missed 

■ Guard Attack Blocked 

■ Invalid Enemy was immune to the attack 

Accounting for Da mage 

Once the attacks are finished, the total domoge will be tabulated, and 

the HP of targeted character^) will decrease. If the HP of a target 

reaches zero, the character will disappear. 

' CHANGES DURING BATTLE 

K Some changes will occur during the battle. Some changes will occur during the battle. 

When characters in the front are defeated, the 

ones In the bock will move toward. 

Endurance 

Every time an item Is used, the endurance of the 

item decreases by 1. When its endurance reaches 
0, the item will breokond disappear. (Except for 
Items marked co.) 

A When deciding which item to use, make sure to check its endurance! 

ENEMY ATTACK PATTERN 

• SPECIAL SKILL 

• RAGE METER 

Depending on the Rage meter, the enemy's status is either normal. Rage, 

or MAX. Typically, MAX attacks are the most powerful, followed by Rage, 

and normal H< When on enemy is at MAX, the skills they use 

will be powerful Watch out! 

The enemy's action patterns are determined by raci 

row and the Rage Meter, 

Special skills may be used by the enemy if certain conditions are met. 

< For example, if an enemy has magical 

abilities and their HP is low, it may use 
a skill to recover HP: 



Press SELECT button during bottle to view the Bottle 

Menu. 

i POSITION 

Use this to change the position of your characters, 
Yoli canrot change positions if your Over Drive Gauge isn't above a certain 

level, but changing positions will not deplete the gouge. 

IP030 StlfT 1 

mm 
sSItn tWJ. |£ix±»V 

w 
_ 

s ore three types of position changes- 

Right Rotation Rotate characters clockwise. Its useable once the Over Drive 

Gauge is above M.__ 

left Rotation Rotate characters cou nter-dodewise I ts usable o nee the 

Over Drive Gauge is above Lvl, 

| Flip Switch th e fra nt m and the bock raw. ift usa b le once the Over 

Drive Gauge is above Lv2, 

In the Battle menu or Field menu* select "Configtw fq 

change your buttle options* 

•CONFIGURATION 

Press the directional buttons to select an option* and use the o button to J 

go back 

■ Formation Memory Choose to have the formation from Ihe 

lost battle remembered. 

■ Item Memory Choose to hove the items selected from 

the lost battle remembered. 

■ Skill Memory thoose to hove ttie cursor remember the 

Item you used Iasi. 

■ Icon Display Choose to hove either Walt Time or Status 

Information displayed. 

■ Enemy Window Ihe enemy skill selection window may be | 

displayed. 

■ Enemy Cut Scene Enemy Rage/Mox attack cut scenes can be 

turned on or off. 

■ Voice Voices may be turned on or off. 

■ System Data Choose whether or not to autosave. 



BATTLE RESULT 

After winning a battle, you will receive a rank of S, 

Ar B, or C. 

• BATTLE EVALUATION 

Obtained JP 
Hie better your evaluation grade, the more TP you will gain. The number 

of TP gained in battle is also determined by Chapter level. 

In Pfocttce mode, evaluation scores will no? be calculated and only A 
rank items can be acquired, in addition, you won't be able to gain TP. 

Score Cifttfatfon 

If lie following factors affect your score: 

The base s 

I Time The faster oil the enemies are defeated, the higher your scare. 

| finish The higher the level of your final attack, the higher your score. 

■■ 
In Practice made, evaluation scores will not be calculated and only A 
lank items can be acquired. In addition, you wont be able io gain TP. 

• ITEMS OBTAINED & TP 

The items and TP you receive after winning a battle will depend on 
your evaluation: rank. 

Obtained Items 

Items obtained from on S rank are different 

from those gained from on A or B rank. A rank 

ond B rank items are the same, bat their en¬ 

durance is different. You will not gain any items 

A Get rare items with with a C rank battle evaluation, 
an S rank!. 

IMPROVING SKILLS 

At the end of a battle, if file Experience Meter (Exp. 

is full, tJien the character's skill will improve. 

• EXPERIENCED METER 

An item that can acquire Over Skill has a Experience Meter. You cart check the 

Experience Meter during a battle in the item dolo screen or during skill selection. (1 

Experience Meter's appearance depends on the item and character.) 

A The Experience Meter (Exp.} is located above the item list. 

Every time a character uses an item, its Experience Meter will increase by one point. 

WARNING! 
if o character escapes from a bottle or is defeated, I hen they will not 
earn any Experience Points for that bank. (You may abort a practice 
battle and still keep the Experience points earned in that battle,) 

> IMPROVING SKILLS 

If the Experience Meter is full of the end$ 

of o bottle, then the character will gain^- 

a new Over Skill ond also increase their' 

abilities. 

A Learn new skills and power up 

your characters! 

Depending on the skill level, the slut boosts will increase. The higher the Over 

Skill level, the more the stats will increase. 

■ MAXH fr VII Mostly increased by using physical attack and Magic skills. 

I STR Mostly increased by using physical attack skills 

vw ..lit 

: MGC Mostly increased by using Magic skills. 
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Lf By selecting Save, you can save your play* 

• SAVING DATA 

fn order to save dato, you must purchase either "Memory Stick Duo™" or 

"Memory Stick PRO DuoMake sure you insert the memory stick inside 

the PSP® system. The memory stick should hove a minimum of MB 

available space. 

A You coo save when 

changing areas. 

You con save in the Area Mop Menu when you 

continue forward with the [NEXT] trigger. Also, 

you can save by using the "Book of Memories" 
inside Lina and Fia's house. 

If you save over previously saved duto, the old date will be overwritten. 

■H 
When you choose "Continue" at the title menu, the save dato will load, and 
you can continue where you left off. 

You con save in up to 20 slots. (For each slot 

at least MB is required) Art additional 

MB is required for saving system data. 

A If you have data saved, 

then you can continue 
playing from where you 

HINTS / LINER NOTES 

Various flints for the game. 

• IF VOU CAN'T GO FORWARD... 

Even if if looks like you coni go forward, do o search and you will find o way 
to go forward. Try various triggers in the LOOK Mode. 

• IF THE ENEMIES ARE TOO STRONG... 

If the enemies are too strong and you can't win the bottle, select "Retry11 at the 
Game Over screen. The player will restart the battle with a slight advantage. 

TO NURTURE EACH CHARACTER WELL. 

Once you obtain a new item, use it often in practice battles so you can learn 

more skills. Character attacks will improve when the amount of skills learned 

are increased. 

Even during the practice battle session, if a character takes damage from 
"Acidic Solution" "Pain", or "Acid Gas" the endurance rote will decrease. 

• LINER NOTES 

When ploying Riviera: The Promised Land for the PSP® system with the 

Japanese language on, please note that the text hos been adjusted for 

American audiences and thus is not a 1 =1 direct translation. Also, some 

names have been altered. 

Examples: 
US Version Japanese Version 

Ein Ecthel 
Rose Rathe 
Lino Lyuri 

Accursed Infernos 
Einhetjar Excel! ion 
Banongo Bonanan 
Applecot Kokori 
Gateau Millefeuilles 
Sane Wise 



Gome Design 

Director; Stiinichr I to 

Voice Ming 

Em; Rlc Kujiit'iiyc 

Letfoh: Mflsakozti Morito 

Rose: f?ikja Komatsu 

Gafor Vab Goroh 

Serene: Ai ilonaka 

Lino: Hiiomi fainto 

Fio: Fialsumi Vonase 

Malite; Maiib Suzuki 

Hector: Norioki Sug iyoran 

iMuiYubShfoyairia 
Handy: Kauji HoramaH 

Lindwuim; YugoTokahoslii 

Sop: Ai Oundoh 

Fool: A’osiimi Kpgeyomu 

Graham: Kobe! Fukuhara 

Ladle: fanmoko Fujino 

Claude: Ryohei Nubo 

NqNd: Yur Kano 

Rebecco: Itakj Yttliihara 

MyFene: WryukJ Kawasho 

Programming 

SEiinrdiira Kornota, Mitsagi Tanofcq, MaMiwri 

bfiltawa 
Script 

Sotosht Tomagawa, itahira Kabaynshl 

Character Design 

Sunok lobe, tens Hag'iyo, Yukjo Tubrai, 

Yasbirtori tv-rnago 

Graphic 
ffaftub Tada, Akito Kuroda, Yosuhifo 

tayama, HideJioru ishii, Shimchira tomato 

Sound 

iViiiidb Adadir, Shlgeki Hayadit ToslilaEd 

Sebdra 

Recording Director 

Atiyushi mmt Hiroaki Shigt-maki 

Recording Engineer 

Miaki Cfkatfn 

Recording Staff 

Tab SowhId, Todilalti Obtfa, Kozuirfri CnEJina, 

Alsusfl l OijSit iiroyuki lairob 

Assistant Director 

Satashi Tcmagam, Viri Hflramdo, Naomi Kajima, 
ipujnq Aral 

Special Thanks 
Takeo \mmr TDshioki Kimsjm, Talsuya Ohara. 

Konji bemuia, Akiko Kifoztwo, Nobub Ohd, 

Yoskihlsa Tamila, Kaori Hi]Lyax Stiaji Yomodci, 

Yosue Santo, HibiuYasui 

TAM M CO, LTD. 

PURE SOUND Inc. 

Pole To Win Co., Ltd. 

Fontworks Japan, fnc. 

Producer 
Takeshi Santo 

US UcaliiciticTi 

Atlus USA 

Executive Producer: Stiinsdii Suzuki 

VP of Production & Bus. Development: 

Sonnb Snito 

VP of Soles £ Marketing: Jim Iretnn 

Project Lead: James Kutoki 

Project Coordinator: Niroynkilaneb 

Translation; Martin Brittoi, James toroid 

Editing: U\ Alexander, Carl Chen, Michael 

Monza nares 

QA Lead: Carl Chen 

QA Staff: Victor Greater, Ken Palma, Richard 

Rwfrigu®, Rob Slone 

Creative Design: Jeremy Call, Mkflib 

Shirk™ 

Voice Recording: PUS Production 

- Eos Angeles, (A 

Production Supervisor; Keith km 
Voice Direction & Engineering: Kevin 

Potz-elt 

Dialog Editorial: Byron Ey&ra, Chife 

Sabakfans 

LIMITED WARRANTY 

ATLUS warrants the original purchaser of this ATLUS product that the medium on 
which this software program is recorded is free from defects in materials and 

workmanship. 

ATLUS, at its sole option,, will refund, repair or replace at no charge any defective 

ATLUS products within ninety {901 days of purchase with proof of purchase date, so 

:ng as the defect is not caused by misuse and neglect of the purchaser EXCEPT FOR 

the foregoing limited warranty, all express, implied and STATUTORY 

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WARRANTEES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A 

^ARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT OF PROPRIETARY RIGHTS. ARE 

EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. ATLUS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT INDIRECT, 

:NC (DENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHER DAMAGES, EVEN IF DAMAGES RESULT 

FROM THE USE OF ATLUS PRODUCTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH ATLUS MANUAL 

INSTRUCTIONS. IN SOME JURISDICTIONS, SOME OF THE FOREGOING WARRANTY 

DISCLAIMERS OR DAMAGE LIMITATIONS MAY NOT APPLY. 

You must call TO] 7ESB-0353 to receive instructions to obtain repair/replacement services. 

Repair/Service After Expiration of Warranty 

ff your ATLUS product requires repair after expiration of the 30-day Limited Warranty 

"iriod, you may contact the Customer Service Department at the number listed above, 

You will be advised of the estimated cost of repair and the shipping instructions. 

-'LUS Customer Service Department/Technicaf Support Line 

549} 7BB-D353 

,s!l this number for help in installing or ■operating our products or for general product 

:,estions. Representatives are available Monday ■ Friday, 9:00 am to 5:30 pm Pacific Time. 

^■.SiatinT. "PS" Family logs, and "PSP“ are registered uademarks and 'HMD" is a trademark of Sony Computer 

r^iainmem Inc. “Memory Stieft Oix>' and “Memory Stick PRO Ouo'm trademarks of Sorry Coiperetton. 

Updating the PSP8 (PiayStatioir*Portable) system 

Updating the PSP1 system software 

This DMD™ includes the latest update data for Uie P$PA system. If a screen prompting ycu to 

-:date the system software is displayed when you start the DMD™. you must perform an update 
S3 start the software title contained on the UMD™ 

Performing the update 
When you insert the UMD,H„ an icon (as shewn on 
the right} is displayed under [Game] in the home 

menu. Select the icon, and then followth-e on-screen 
instructions to perform ihe update. 

Before Starting the update: 

* Fully charge Ute PSP" system battery. 
* Connect the AC adaptor to the System and plug It 
into an electrical outlet. 

ro¬ 
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During an update: 

♦ Do not remove the AC adaptor, turn off the system or remove the UMD™. 

If an update is canceled before completion, the system software may become damaged, and tba 
system may require servicing to repair or exchange, 

Checking that the update was successful 

After the update has been completed, select [System Settings] under [Settings] from the home 
men u, a nd th an s b I e ct [System I of ormai i on], If th a Syste m Softwa re f i a I d displays The ve rsion 
number of the update, tfta update was Successful. 


